SALSA On Ice Report: 26 November 2017

Weather: Another sunny day in McMurdo but with a stiff breeze for much of the day. Sunny, winds from the
East at 8kts and temperature of 23F/-5C at 19:00.
SALSA Drillers on Ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Justin Burnett, Bob Zook.
Activities:
• Day 2 of the long weekend as the station celebrates the Thanksgiving holiday.
• Work on design and cost estimates for essential drill system upgrades.
• Testing and prep work on SCINI with tentative plans for wet testing Monday the 26th.

The Royal Society Range from Hut Point Peninsula

Report by Dar Gibson

SCINI Project Update
Activities:
• The science Pistenbully had a mechanical failure, so the team was unable to tow the winch out to site
today
• ASC responded quickly, and fleet ops was able to deliver the winch to the site by the afternoon
• SCINI was tested for a number of hours under the ice in shallow (<100m) water to verify the new power
supply configuration before attempting a deep dive. All systems performed as expected.
• The medium voltage tether termination was assembled and lowered. This power supply suffered a
similar failure as the high voltage system. Seawater intrusion at depth caused the system to short out.
• Clearly, the potting technique used in this assembly is faulty, and needs to be redesigned before next
season
• With our redeployment date looming, the majority of the vehicle and equipment was recovered and the
packing process has been initiated

Report by Justin Burnett

GPS Station Update
Location: McMurdo Station, Antarctica
Personnel on Ice: Matthew Siegfried (Stanford University), Susheel Adusumilli (Scripps Institution of
Oceanography)
Activities:
• Bag Drag Day! Susheel and Matt prepared themselves and their gear for their prospective flight on
Monday to Shackleton Camp. They checked their personal bags at 7:30pm and celebrated by visiting the
“Ob Tube”, a vertical pipe installed through the sea ice with an observation bubble on bottom, providing
an incredible view of the McMurdo Sound beneath the sea ice.

Figure 1. Susheel filling out bag tags while checking his bags at Bag Drag.

Figure 2. Susheel descends into the Ob Tube.

Figure 3. The view of the underside of the sea ice from inside the Ob Tube.
Report by Matthew Siegfried

